
75%
Faster Ramp Time

>95%
Compliance Scores

75%
Increase in Average 

Payments Collected

Break Collection Records in Just 45 Days

Excellent Conversations 
Collect More Payments

Balto shows reps how to collect more and stay compliant, 
while scoring calls in real-time. Boost your average 
payments collected by 50% in just 45 days.

4.7 stars on G2 from

80+ Reviews

balto.ai



Leverage Your Data for 
Better Collections
Know what phrases are working and which ones 
aren’t. Then scale them to your entire team

 Balto's Win Rate Analysis compares the 
effectiveness of phrases and shows agents the 
ones that collects the mos

 Dashboards show you what's winning calls so 
you can scale it to all reps instantly

Save Calls Before They End in 
Lawsuits

Give every agent the tools they need to stay 
compliant on every call, no matter what

 Balto’s Smart Checklist enforces required 
statements word-for-wor

 Notifications alert reps for non-compliant 
behavior so they can adjust course immediatel

 Alerts notify managers for compliance issues, 
allowing instant intervention

Alert
Kelly Kapowski

Compliance Alert

Stop ListeningChat

Caller 08:14:14

To validate, what’s your SSN?

I don’t feel comfortable with sharing 
that

Kelly K. 08:14:03

Live Transcript

Kelly Kapowski

Chat

JD Agent: Kelly K

You validate with their 
month of birth, not SSN.

8:15 a.m.

Got it

Give Every Rep the Words 
That Collect More
Guide agents to have better conversations with 
consumers and help them collect more

 Balto's Checklist helps agents get their call flow 
right every single tim

 Dynamic Prompts show agents how to handle 
every concern and work towards the best 
payments in real-time

Checklist

So tell me: what has you 
interested in our solution to start 
with?

Interesting. It sounds like you’re 
saying you’re interested in solar 
panels, is that right?

Any other questions before we 
process your order and schedule 
the installation?

You have a right to cancel your 
agreement within thirty days.

Great speaking with you today. 
Looking forward to learning more 
about your needs!

Get Started at balto.ai 
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